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INTRODUCTION
1. This document is designed to be used in conjunction with "Shepherd the Flock of God"1 Peter 5:2. lt contains direction that applies specifically to the United States branch territory.
We encourage each elder to make appropriate notes in his personal copy of the Shepherd
book directing attention to this document. lt an elder is deleted for reasons other than moving
to another congregation with a favorable recommendation, any electronic copies of Shepherd
Addendum in his possession should be deleted.
ATTENDANT TRAINING PROGRAM
2. Each body of elders should present the Congregation Attendant Training Program to all el
ders and ministerial servants, along with any other brothers that serve as attendants. The outsf/a-E Us 10/20
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lines for this meeting are available in the "Forms" section on jw.org . During this meeting, all
attendants should be informed of the local Kingdom Hall security plan . The first and last outlines will be presented by a member of the Branch Committee as a recorded talk, which may
be downloaded from the "Event Media" section on jw.org . The body should assign capable elders to present the remaining outlines as well as the opening and closing prayers. Periodically, as the elders feel it is necessary, arrangements may be made to repeat this training program. Any brothers newly assigned to serve as attendants should be informed of the local
Kingdom Hall security plan .-See Shepherd, chapter 1, paragraph 2, bullet 8, and Shepherd
Addendum, paragraphs 22 and 23.
CORRESPONDENCE AND RECORDS

3. The body of elders may decide whether to retain Congregation 's Publisher Records (S-21)
electronically or in printed form .-See Shepherd, chapter 22 , paragraph 12.
4. [Aruba, Bermuda, Bonaire, and Curacao] House-to-House Record (S-8) and Please
Follow Up (S-43) forms : These forms have been discontinued in Aruba, Bermuda, Bonaire,
and Cura9ao in order to avoid giving the impression that a branch office or a congregation is
collecting personal information about individuals in the field . Each publisher's participation in
the field ministry is a personal endeavor.
•
•

Field Ministry Records: Publishers may keep personal records of not-at-homes and
return visits using personal notebooks or electronic devices.
Interested Persons Outside the Congregation's Territory: Publishers may take the
initiative in finding a publisher from the congregation that holds the territory to follow up
on the interested person . The publisher may assist the interested person to enter his
own contact information on jw.org . This is also applicable if the publisher meets someone who speaks another language. In either case, the individual's personal data should
not be submitted by publishers through jw.org .

EMERGENCIES-BRANCH OFFICE'S AFTER-HOURS TELEPHONE NUMBERS

5. The branch office's after-hours emergency telephone numbers are listed below and may
also be found when logged in to jw.org by clicking the "Contact Us" link at the bottom of the
screen . Please keep in mind that these telephone numbers should only be used after the regular office hours and only in cases of an actual emergency. These telephone numbers are for
elders only and should not be given to other individuals in the congregation .-For direction on
when it would be appropriate to use this after-hours number, see Shepherd, chapter 21 , paragraph 30.
•
•
•

•

Security threats: (845) 744-1999 Credible and urgent threats against anyone associated with the congregation or serious threats to damage congregation property that
cannot wait until the next business day.
Legal Department: (845) 510-0712 For legal emergencies that cannot wait until the
next business day.
Media inquiries: (718) 560-5600 For cases where a local media outlet is reporting on
serious matters involving Jehovah's Witnesses in your congregation . Please leave a
detailed message about the situation and a telephone number where you can be
reached .
Risk Management Desk: (718) 560-7475 If a serious accident occurs at the Kingdom
Hall resulting in an individual requiring medical treatment beyond first aid, please call
the Risk Management Desk within 24 hours.
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EMERGENCIES-CONTACT INFORMATION FOR PUBLISHERS

6. The following list indicates the contact data requirements for each family in preparation for
disasters and emergencies.-See Shepherd, chapter 26, paragraph 2.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Name of family head and family members residing in the household
Home, work, and cell phone numbers for each family member
Physical address
E-mail addresses for each family member (or other means of electronic notification)
Third-party contact (preferably out of state), including home, work, and cell phone
numbers
Special needs

EMERGENCIES-REPORTING

7. In addition to reporting (1) disasters and (2) incidents and injuries occurring at a Kingdom
Hall or a facility rented for a theocratic event, please promptly inform your circuit overseer
when you become aware of (3) a large-scale or highly publicized emergency directly affecting
publishers.-See Shepherd, chapter 21 , paragraphs 30-31 ; chapter 26, paragraphs 7-9.
EMERGENCIES-SCHOOL INFORMATION CARDS AND BLOOD TRANSFUSIONS

8. Parents should use the Identity Card (ic) for their minor children . A publisher may inquire
about signing a school emergency information card (or form) authorizing emergency medical
treatment for his child . Such forms may indicate that consent is being given for medical treatment if an emergency arises while the child is in school or participating in a school activity. If a
parent is concerned that the card may authorize blood transfusions, the parent may write the
phrase "except blood transfusions" on the card, add his initials next to the inserted phrase,
and keep a copy of the amended card for his personal records. While school officials may object to such an edit, a parent has the right to modify the card and such a change does not invalidate the card . If problems arise with adjusting a school emergency information card,
please contact the branch office.
FIELD MINISTRY-VIDEO RECORDING DOORBELLS

9. Do not speak or show videos through these devices unless you have confirmed that someone is listening . Giving a presentation in the hope that it will be recorded and watched or listened to at a later time has led to irritation on the part of householders. Additionally, we
should use discernment in our personal conversations while at the door, keeping in mind that
our conversation may be overheard, recorded , and even posted on social media.
FIELD MINISTRY-WITNESSING DIFFICULTIES

10. "No Trespassing" signs at individual dwellings: Such signs (or ones with words to
that effect) generally mean that the householder does not want uninvited persons on his
property. Ignoring a "No Trespassing" sign posted at an individual dwelling may expose publishers to criminal prosecution, monetary sanctions, or civil liability. Householders with "No
Trespassing" signs may be contacted by telephone witnessing or letter writing .-Matt. 10:16.
11 . "No Trespassing" signs at multi-unit dwellings: "No Trespassing" signs placed at the
entrances to multi-unit dwellings may be viewed differently than "No Trespassing " signs posted at individual dwellings. With that in mind, publishers may preach in subdivisions, apartment
complexes, and properties with multi-unit dwellings if they have not experienced difficulties
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with the management or the authorities, even if there is a sign posted at the entrance.-See
Shepherd, chapter 23, paragraph 22.
12. Gated communities: Please contact the Legal Department if you experience difficulties
in gated or guarded communities.

KINGDOM HALLS-BROADCAST EVENTS
13. The branch office will arrange for special broadcasts in conjunction with events scheduled
by world headquarters, such as a branch visit. Direction regarding the format of the program
is provided to congregations through the Service Department. Selected elders designated by
the branch office will take the lead in coordinating arrangements locally.

•

•

•

•

•
•

Broadcast Event Coordinator: Each Kingdom Hall will have a brother designated to
serve in this capacity, preferably an elder. The branch office will confirm the brother selected after receiving the recommendation from the congregation(s) using the Kingdom
Hall. If the brother moves away, the congregation(s) should select another capable
brother to replace him, and notify the branch office. When multiple congregations share
the Kingdom Hall, the combined bodies of elders of all the congregations using the
Kingdom Hall should meet and agree with the selection of the brother filling this role.
When there are multiple transmissions, he should be present for each one. An assistant should also be selected . However, the names of assistants will not be reported to
the branch office.
Accounts: An announcement similar to the following will be made during the broadcast program by the chairman : "Each of us has an opportunity to share in the joy of
making voluntary offerings. Contribution boxes are located at all facilities tied in to this
program for those who would like to give financial support to the worldwide preaching
work." Donations placed in the box labeled "Worldwide Work" should be forwarded to
the branch office using jw.org . Donations placed in the box labeled "Local Congregation Expenses" can be used to cover local expenses incurred during the event. Thereafter, any surplus should be forwarded to the branch office as a donation to the worldwide work.
Attendant: You should arrange for the doors to be opened an hour and a half before
each program begins. Attendants should be in place whenever the venue is open .
They should care for attendees in the same manner as at circuit assemblies. An attendance count should be taken no later than halfway through the program, usually
during the Watchtower Study. The JW Stream (http ://stream .jw.org) website will provide a location for the total attendance count to be entered .
Cleaning: Please be sure that the Kingdom Hall is appropriately cleaned before the
opening program . As time allows between the programs and after the last program, the
building (especially the restrooms) should be cleaned and supplies should be restocked .
First Aid: A first-aid kit should be available and a plan should be in place in case an
emergency occurs.
Parking: Parking can be handled in a similar way to the Memorial. If multiple events
are scheduled during the day, extra attention will need to be given when those who attend the first program are exiting and those attending the next program are arriving .
Consideration can be given to using auxiliary lots if they are available during this time.
It may be possible to use volunteers from congregations assigned to a different program.
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•
•

Stage: No special stage is necessary. A microphone and stand should be set up for
the prayers during delayed transmission and prerecorded programs, and for necessary
local announcements.
Multiple Auditoriums: The term Kingdom Hall in this context applies to the auditorium
rather than the building or property location. Thus, a broadcast event coordinator is selected for each auditorium . The guidelines outlined above will likewise apply to each
auditorium . However, under the direction of the event coordinators, certain aspects
may be combined . The brothers selected should review each section and determine in
advance areas of overlap, then identify who will take the lead .

14. AudioNideo: Guidelines regarding how to obtain video equipment and internet service
can be found in Forms > Kingdom Hall > Kingdom Hall Video Systems on jw.org. In addition
to these prerequisites, the following information should be considered .
•

•
•

•

•

Depending on the time of the host event, the program will be transmitted either "Live,"
"Delayed," or "Prerecorded ." Generally, the "Live" or "Delayed" transmissions require a
wired Internet service (not cellular or Wi-Fi) through a connection providing 3 Mbps or
greater download speed (based on results from http://www.speedtest.net). If wireless
access is provided in the Kingdom Hall, it should be disabled so that bandwidth is used
exclusively for the stream .
Live Transmission: Depending on the originating location, programs may include one
or more time zones. The stream should be started 30 minutes before the designated
program start time. Musical preludes, songs, and prayers will be included .
Delayed Transmission: When joining a program already in progress (for example, a
Kingdom Hall at 10:00 a.m. Pacific Standard Time is connecting to a program that began at 10:00 a.m. Eastern Standard Time), it will be necessary to use the transport bar
to scrub back to an earlier point in the file . This can be done up to an hour before the
"Delayed" program begins. Begin displaying the video stream to the audience 30
minutes before the scheduled program start time. Those attending the event will follow
the lead of the chairman as he introduces the first song and will sing along with the
transmitted music. However, right after the first song, the video should be paused to allow for a prayer to be offered live. The video must be cued so as to omit the transmitted prayer. After the prayer, the video can resume. After the concluding song, the video
should be stopped and a concluding prayer should be given live. Please select two elders to offer the opening and concluding prayers at each program .
Prerecorded Transmission: At times, the live program may have concluded before
the start time of the broadcast event. It is preferred that prerecorded files be used to
ensure reliable playback. (Prayers will be edited out of these files.) Playback should
begin 30 minutes before the scheduled program start time. Those attending these
events will follow the lead of the chairman as he introduces the first song and will sing
along with the transmitted music. However, right after the first song, the video should
be paused to allow for a prayer to be offered live. After the prayer, the prerecorded
program can resume. After the concluding song, no further audio or video will be
shown and a prayer should be given live at each location. Please select two elders to
offer the opening and concluding prayers at each program .
The option to download the program will become available approximately one hour after the live program concludes. Locations that have no or limited Internet connection
should make arrangements to view the event after a downloaded copy of the program
is available. Depending on the speed of the Internet connection, resolution selected,
and the length of the program, it may take up to five hours to download the file. This file
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•

•

•

is not to be distributed over any electronic network or video streaming service other
than JW Stream. The file should be deleted once the local events have concluded .
Test Broadcast: Instructions for conducting a test broadcast are available in the
"Forms" section on jw.org . This test should be performed at the event location. The
broadcast event coordinator or his assistant will be able to log in to JW Stream using
their jw.org credentials and gain access to the test broadcast. At any time, technical
questions can be sent to the Broadcasting Department using jw.org e-mail.
Assisted Listening: While not required , it is permissible to broadcast the program by
means of FM transmission for the hearing impaired at locations equipped to do so.
Since there are no arrangements for local announcements before the program, please
arrange to have appropriate signs showing the FM frequency to be used .
Kingdom Hall Tie-line: There is no objection to using the Kingdom Hall tie-line for sick
and infirm persons who are not able to attend . However, it should not be retransmitted
in any other way.

KINGDOM HALLS-DISPLAYING JW.ORG

15. The organization has approved displaying the official logo for jw.org on Assembly Halls
and Kingdom Halls. The sign should match the official artwork sample, the color specifications
sheet, and the sample of signage as provided in the "Forms" section of jw.org, which shows
the official design, color, and font. The Local Design/Construction Department (LDC) may be
contacted for further information.
KINGDOM HALLS-INSPECTIONS

16. If a congregation entity holds title to property, the Kingdom Hall inspection will confirm
that the Annual Property Documents Work Sheet (S-111) has been completed by the secretary of the titleholding congregation and will include verification that the property is currently
exempt from real property tax or that any lawfully owed taxes are paid . The inspection will also include a review of the regulatory permits related to building systems to ensure that these
are in order and to arrange for further assistance if needed . The Kingdom Hall ownership file
will be checked to ensure that necessary documents exist (for example, the property deed(s),
trustee documents for the current trustees, minutes of meetings electing the current corporate
directors, or articles of incorporation and bylaws) . To assist, the Annual Property Document
Work Sheet (S-111) is provided in the "Forms" section on jw.org .-See Shepherd, chapter 21 ,
paragraph 25.
KINGDOM HALLS-PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE PROGRAM

17. Maintenance Trainers: Maintenance trainers, along with their assistants, are LDC volunteers who work closely with LDC field representatives to assist with implementing the maintenance program at theocratic properties. In most cases, the coordinator of the operating committee or maintenance coordinator will serve as a point of contact for the maintenance trainer.
Contact information for your assigned maintenance trainer can be found on jw.org under
Lookup > Contacts > Local Design/Construction. Understanding the primary responsibilities of
the maintenance trainer will help you to support him in his assignment. These responsibilities
include:
•
•

Arranges for an inspection and evaluation of assigned theocratic properties every two
years and confirms that any follow-up items are addressed as needed.
Arranges for maintenance training visits with the goal of training local volunteers to
safely care for maintenance tasks. These training visits may be arranged based on ob-
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•
•

servations made by the maintenance trainer, requests from the body(ies) of elders, or
direction provided by the branch office.
Gathers information and submits requests in behalf of the body(ies) of elders for work
that requires approval from the LDC . In addition, he may be assigned to coordinate
approved work and oversee its completion .
Assists with other property related matters that require LDC involvement as directed by
the branch office or field representatives, such as reporting on the condition of Kingdom Halls after a disaster event.

18. The elders should seek to hospitably care for these volunteers when performing work at
your Kingdom Hall. This includes rooming, meals, and reimbursement of related expenses
(such as fuel or office supplies) as needed . It is not necessary for the elders to present a
resolution to the congregation for approval to reimburse the brother(s) from the congregation
or Kingdom Hall Operating Committee funds . This is considered a recurring operating expense.
19. Both the LDC maintenance trainer and the local body of elders should continue encouraging publishers, especially teenagers and young adults who may not know how the property is
maintained, to take an active interest in their Kingdom Hall. When publishers sense that training is being invested into them, it may spark a desire to reach out and fill other needs within
the organization. Of course, assigned maintenance tasks should be appropriate to the age
and ability of the publisher. Please consult with your assigned maintenance trainer for further
suggestions on training .
20. Maintenance Program Documents: Various maintenance program documents have
been posted on jw.org and can be found under Forms > Kingdom Hall > Maintenance Program. Please utilize these documents to identify and organize many of the tasks associated
with maintaining your Kingdom Hall, enabling the work to be delegated to volunteers within
your congregation . Your assigned maintenance trainer will provide assistance to tailor the
documents to your location, including the yearly schedule and task instruction cards. The
yearly schedule may be posted on the information board to help encourage local volunteer
support.-See Shepherd, chapter 21, paragraphs 8-11 .
21 . Safety: To highlight the importance of safety, a series of "Safety Newsletters" have been
provided along with the maintenance program documents on jw.org . These newsletters are
designed to complement Working Together Safely (DC-82) and provide practical safety information that should be shared with local volunteers who perform maintenance work at the
Kingdom Hall. In addition, the maintenance program documents are available to ministerial
servants who have been given the "View Forms-General" role by the Congregation Service
Committee. To help promote safe work practices, you may wish to have a few basic personal
protective equipment (PPE) items available for use at the Kingdom Hall. This may include
safety glasses, gloves, hardhats, hearing protection, particulate respirators, lockout/tagout
equipment, and fall-protection equipment-See Shepherd, chapter 21, paragraphs 27-29.
KINGDOM HALLS-SECURITY

22. Kingdom Hall Security Plan: The body of elders should review what security measures
are necessary at the Kingdom Hall and prepare a written security plan adapted to local circumstances. If the Kingdom Hall is used by more than one congregation, the operating committee should prepare a Kingdom Hall security plan for review and implementation by the respective bodies of elders. Each body of elders may feel free to apply additional security
measures specific to the needs of their publishers. It may include: general security measures
to be implemented, such as locking of doors and gates and the use of electronic security syssf/a-E Us 10/20
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terns, attendant positions and responsibilities, how to handle disruptions, and steps for evacuating the Kingdom Hall. A checklist and sample plan provided in the "Forms" section on
jw.org can be adapted to the needs of the congregations. Elders may review some of the arrangements with the congregation during a local needs part. Using the checklist, the body of
elders should annually review the security plan to confirm that it is meeting the needs of local
circumstances.

•
•

•

•

Attendants: The body of elders should consider the age, health, and ability of the
brothers when making attendant assignments for particular areas of the Kingdom Hall.
All new attendants must receive training on the Kingdom Hall security plan .
Locking Kingdom Hall Doors: When the Kingdom Hall is used by smaller groups,
such as meetings for field service, conducting Bible studies, cleaning, or elders' meetings, the doors should remain locked at all times. However, the elders should decide
whether Kingdom Hall doors and gates should be locked during the midweek and
weekend meetings. (km 11/84 Question Box) For example, it may be appropriate to
assign two attendants at the Kingdom Hall door to watch all who come in, being alert
for suspicious-looking persons and tactfully inquiring of their intent before granting access into the building .
Kingdom Hall Keys: A list of responsible publishers who have been issued Kingdom
Hall keys should be prepared and kept updated . (km 6104 p. 3) When keys are issued,
training should be provided in harmony with the security plan for all building entrances.
Periodically, the congregation secretary should perform an audit of this list to confirm
that all of the keys are accounted for and are entrusted to publishers in good standing .
If keys are lost or stolen, consideration should be given to changing the building locks.
Reporting/Reviewing Security Incidents: Security incidents should be communicated to the congregations who meet in the same building and in nearby Kingdom Halls
that may be affected, as well as reported to the circuit overseer. In some instances, it
will also be necessary to contact the branch office. Following an incident, the coordinator should arrange for a meeting with the body of elders and the attendants involved to
consider how the situation was handled as well as how to improve a future response.

23. Communication with Local Law Enforcement: The elders should have up-to-date
phone numbers for the police. Two elders (or a capable ministerial servant along with one elder) should be designated to visit the police station to promote good relations, expressing appreciation for their assistance if called upon . It may be advisable to ask the local authorities
for security suggestions. Where several congregations are in the vicinity of the same police
station, there should be good coordination as to how this contact with the police will be maintained . In all cases, only two brothers per Kingdom Hall should visit the local police station .See Shepherd, chapter 21, paragraph 26 .

LDC-ADJUSTING CONGREGATION MEETING TIMES
24. At times, it may be necessary to adjust your congregation's meeting time to support LDC
activity. Typically, this is limited to either scheduled maintenance training visits or scope of
work meetings for major renovation projects. Such arrangements are clearly communicated
through a letter or notice that contains the appropriate details. While it may be necessary to
adjust your congregation's meeting time to support this activity, the meeting should not be
cancelled.
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LDC-LOCAL DESIGN/CONSTRUCT/ON VOLUNTEER APPL/CATION (DC-50)
25. Exemplary baptized publishers, 17 years of age and older who are willing and able, are
encouraged to complete a Local Design/Construction Volunteer Application (DC-50) . When a
publisher does not have access to the Internet, a digital or paper copy of the DC-50 can be
sent to the Local Design/Construction Department (LDC) . When reviewing applications, the
Congregation Service Committee should verify that the pictures being submitted by the volunteers meet the requirements outlined on jw.org .-See Instructions for Congregation Use of
JW ORG (S-135) .
26. After the Congregation Service Committee approves an application, an e-mail will be sent
to the volunteer with instructions for accessing Builder Assistant. This software tool is used by
the LDC to organize volunteers for construction and maintenance projects. Applicants should
be encouraged to keep their contact details and "Skills & Experience" up-to-date in their profile on jw.org .

LEGAL MATTERS-COMMUNICATION WITH IMMIGRATION AGENCIES
27. For the United States, the U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) is the federal agency that handles the traditional immigration functions, including adjudication of applications for immigration benefits such as visa petitions, applications to adjust or change status,
and naturalization petitions. The United States Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE)
is the federal agency that is responsible for the enforcement and investigation of all immigration and customs laws.
28. In rare circumstances, a publisher may request assistance and may need to have the
support of the body of elders in connection with an immigration matter. An immigration agency may want to validate information about the function and beliefs of the congregation or the
status of an individual publisher. In dealing with immigration matters, the body of elders
should bear in mind the Scriptural principles discussed in the following paragraphs.
29. When publishers seek advice concerning immigration laws, it is good to remember that an
eider's comments should be limited to spiritual issues. (g94 2/22 pp . 25-27; g93 4122 pp . 1719; g92 5/8 pp. 3-12) Whether one should apply for citizenship is a personal decision. A factor
to consider is whether the naturalization law may require one to violate his conscience or Bible principles. Information to assist one who is making a decision on citizenship is provided
under the general topics of oaths and citizenship in the Watch Tower Publications lndex.g75 7122 pp. 27-28; w731/15 pp. 62-63.
30. If a publisher approaches you with questions regarding immigration and naturalization,
you may inform the publisher that this is a personal matter that does not involve the organization or the local congregation . The publisher may be best served by consulting with an attorney that specializes in immigration matters. You may help the publisher to realize that it is not
necessary to be a citizen to be baptized or to preach the good news of the Kingdom .
31 . At times, publishers who are pursuing citizenship may be asked by an immigration agency to have their local congregation provide a letter confirming their status as one of Jehovah's
Witnesses. Whether a body of elders will provide such a letter of good standing is left to their
own discretion. A sample letter is provided in the "Forms" section on jw.org .-See Shepherd,
chapter 2, paragraph 4.
32 . If an immigration agency detains a publisher (or Bible student) without proper documentation, the publisher may ask for leave from the detention facilities in order to attend Christian
meetings. If such a request is made, the government will contact local congregations to find
out whether a publisher is known to the congregation and to request the time schedule for the
sf/a-E Us 10/20
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congregation's meetings. In some circumstances, an immigration agency may want to have
your comments on a publisher's character and reputation . Each body of elders must decide
whether to provide the requested information. When making this decision, good judgment
must be exercised, taking into consideration all the circumstances. For instance, is the individual a baptized publisher or a progressive Bible student? Does he regularly attend congregation meetings? If you decide to provide a response , the sample letter provided in the
"Forms" section on jw.org will assist you in replying to this request. The letter should be prepared on congregation letterhead and include the appropriate information. The signer should
sign before a notary public.-See Shepherd, chapter 29, paragraphs 3-7 .
33. When a publisher (or Bible student) is detained by an immigration agency, that agency
has procedures for caring for the detainee's minor children when no related adult is able to offer proper care and custody. From time to time, individual publishers offer to assume legal responsibility for the care and custody of the minor children . This is a personal decision to be
left with the individual publishers . The congregation cannot assume responsibility for the custody of minor children . Individual publishers who offer shelter to the children of detained individuals must carefully count the cost of assuming those responsibilities, as well as any potential legal liabilities.
34. United States Oath of Naturalization: Inquiries from the field have been received as a
result of a change in the USCIS policy toward publishers who are seeking naturalization as
United States citizens.
35. The USCIS website (www.uscis.gov) provides the language of the oath of naturalization.
The current oath of allegiance for naturalized citizens states: "I hereby declare, on oath, that I
absolutely and entirely renounce and abjure all allegiance and fidelity to any foreign prince,
potentate, state, or sovereignty, of whom or which I have heretofore been a subject or citizen;
that I will support and defend the Constitution and laws of the United States of America
against all enemies, foreign and domestic; that I will bear true faith and allegiance to the
same; that I will bear arms on behalf of the United States when required by the law; that I will
perform noncombatant service in the Armed Forces of the United States when required by the
law; that I will perform work of national importance under civilian direction when required by
the law; and that I take this obligation freely, without any mental reservation or purpose of
evasion; so help me God." The law is clear that applicants who refuse to take the oath of naturalization will be refused the privilege of naturalization. However, the USCIS website also
explains: "In some cases, USCIS allows the oath to be taken without the clauses: 'that I will
bear arms on behalf of the United States when required by law; that I will perform noncombatant service in the Armed Forces of the United States when required by law."' In support of
his personal decision not to bear arms, each Witness must make his own declaration to the
USCIS concerning his personal convictions on these issues. (1 Peter 3:15) In addition to the
publisher's expressions of his personal beliefs, the USCIS regularly asks for: "A church letter.
It must be on official church stationery, state you are currently a member in good standing,
and it must state the church's official position on the bearing of arms. This letter must be
signed by the minister or deacon."
36. A sample letter is available in the "Forms" section on jw.org for use in providing the
statement required by the USCIS for publishers who are seeking to be naturalized as citizens.
Since the letter specifically states that the publisher is "in good standing ," each body of elders
must determine whether this letter may be supplied .-See Shepherd, chapter 2, paragraph 4.
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LEGAL MATTERS-CONGREGATION ORGANIZATIONAL DOCUMENTS

37. Organizational Documents: These documents describe how a corporation or association is organized and operated . Congregations with corporations have such documents in the
form of articles of incorporation and bylaws. Congregations that have not incorporated, including those using trustees to hold title to real property, should adopt articles of association and
bylaws. Sample articles of association and bylaws have been provided in the "Forms" section
of jw.org . These congregations are, by legal definition, "unincorporated associations." Once
adopted and signed, the articles of association and bylaws should be kept in the congregation's file . If a congregation holds title to property by means of trustees, it should also keep its
trustee documents up-to-date after adopting this additional document. Articles of association
and bylaws should not be recorded with any government agency. However, a congregation's
articles of association and bylaws should be submitted with its bank account or exemption
applications to satisfy the organizational document requirement-See Shepherd, chapter 21,
paragraph 3.
38. Banking: Before opening a bank account, review the Instructions for Congregation Accounting (S-27b) or Instructions for Kingdom Hall Operation Committee Accounting (S-42b)
as well as the document entitled Instructions for Opening and Maintaining Bank Accounts.
39. Legal forms and instructions: Additional information and sample forms relating to organizational documents, banking , sales tax exemption, real property tax exemption, congregation name changes, and tax identification numbers can be found in the "Forms" section of
jw.org . Select "Legal" from the category drop-down list. Additionally, the Annual Property
Document Work Sheet (S-111), Instructions for Congregation Accounting (S-27b), Instructions for Kingdom Hall Operation Committee Accounting (S-42b), and Information Regarding
Ownership of Kingdom Halls (TO-36) are also available in the "Forms" section of jw.org .
LEGAL MATTERS-DONATION ACKNOWLEDGEMENT LETTERS
[United States, Puerto Rico, and U.S. Virgin Islands]
40. Anyone who makes cash contributions (not by check) in any amount and who plans to
claim a tax deduction will need to obtain a written acknowledgment from the congregation .
This written acknowledgment must state the date and amount of the gift received . Please note
that if the gift totals $250 or more on a specific date (cash or check), the acknowledgment letter must also state whether any goods or services were provided by the congregation to the
one making the gift. In the event that property (other than cash or checks) is donated, the
congregation's written acknowledgment should describe the property but not indicate an
amount for its value. These rules apply regardless of whether the funds are donated to the
congregation for local expenses, the worldwide work, a Kingdom Hall building project, or any
other special fund for theocratic use. If a donor contributes funds or property for one or more
of such uses on a specific date, an acknowledgment letter should be given to the donor if he
intends to claim a tax deduction for the gift. However, such a letter need only be given if requested by the donor. A sample acknowledgment letter that can be used for a contribution of
cash in any amount and for checks in the amount of $250 or more is available in the "Forms"
section on jw.org and should be prepared on your congregation letterhead . In the event that a
donation involves real estate property, please contact the Accounting Department at the
branch office for additional instructions.
•

[Puerto Rico]: For this acknowledgement letter to be valid, it must include the Employer Identification Number (EIN) 66-0618348 for Congregaci6n Cristiana de los Testigos de Jehova (CCTJ).
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LEGAL MATTERS-ISSUANCE OF FORMS 1099 AND NEW HIRE FILING REQUIREMENT
[United States, Puerto Rico, and U.S. Virgin Islands]

41. From time to time, congregations and Assembly Halls contract the services of subcontractors or others, such as to assist with specialized work in connection with Kingdom Hall construction, maintenance, or snow removal. According to instructions from the Internal Revenue
Service (IRS), it is necessary to file the appropriate Form 1099 for each person who is paid
$600 or more in rents, services (including parts and materials), and other income in any one
year. The recipient should also be alerted to the fact that the congregation or Assembly Hall
will be issuing the appropriate Form 1099 should he be paid $600 or more during the year.
This means he will be responsible to pay any and all income tax on his earnings. Additionally,
some states require supplemental reporting both at the time the subcontractor is hired (New
Hire reporting) and at year end . Federal and State reporting thresholds can be different. For
instance, in some states payments need to be reported in any amount, not just when they are
$600 or more. Though congregations and Assembly Halls are considered nonprofit for taxreporting purposes, this does not absolve them of the need to file the above-mentioned forms
when paying subcontractors. Additional state-specific references are available in the "Forms"
section of jw.org .
•

Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands: Specific reporting requirements apply which
in some cases require mandatory tax withholding . Congregations should contact the
Accounting Department in the branch office for further direction prior to initiating any
payments likely to require reporting .

LEGAL MATTERS-MERCHANT CERTIFICATE NUMBERS FOR CONGREGATIONS
[Puerto Rico]

42 . It is not necessary to request a merchant certificate from the Department of Treasury
("Hacienda") . Since congregations do not engage in commercial activities, please do not register. Some banks have asked congregations for the merchant certificate when trying to open
a new bank account or when modifying a current bank account. If you encounter this situation, please contact the Accounting Department using jw.org e-mail.
LEGAL MATTERS-RENTAL VEHICLES

43. Chartering a Bus for Conventions and Assemblies: On occasion it might be useful to
charter a bus or rent a vehicle to transport publishers and interested ones to assemblies and
conventions. The following guidelines protect the interests of all involved.
•
•

•

•

A reputable bus company with professional drivers and a good safety record should be
used, even though lower-priced options may be available.
Insurance: $10 million of automobile liability coverage is preferred, if at all possible.
However, some bus companies may only offer a maximum of $5 million in automobile
liability coverage. The bus company may have umbrella/excess coverage in addition to
the automobile liability that would meet the recommended $10 million limit. If you can
purchase additional coverage, we recommend doing so.
Request that the company provide a Certificate of Liability Insurance that names the
congregation and Christian Congregation of Jehovah's Witnesses as additional insureds in its liability policy for the duration of the contract. If the bus company is unwilling or unable to produce a Certificate of Liability Insurance, it would be best to find a
different company.
The contract should be made in the name of the congregation . An elder should sign
the contract and type or print the following beneath his signature: "Coordinator of the
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•

Body of Elders for the ____ Congregation," "Secretary for the ____ Congregation," or "Authorized elder for the ____ Congregation ."
Funds: The congregation's bank account may be used to hold any monies collected
and to issue a check to pay for the charter. These funds can be given directly to the
accounts servant for deposit in the congregation account and reported as "Funds Reserved for Special Purposes." When the funds are provided, a Transaction Record (S24) can be filled out and signed by both the accounts servant and the person providing
the funds . The form should include the amount of funds provided and a short description . The accounts servant should keep the original version and a copy should be given
to the person providing the funds . The accounts servant may wish to keep a separate
list to keep track of who has paid for tickets and the amounts received . The total of this
list would match the amount reported as "Funds Reserved for Special Purposes."

44. Renting a Vehicle for Conventions and Assemblies: At times, publishers rent passenger vehicles rather than participate in the congregation's chartered bus arrangement to attend
conventions and assemblies. This is a personal arrangement that does not involve the congregation . Such arrangements should be in the name of the publisher who will be the driver of
the rental vehicle.
•

•

Insurance: It might be wise for the publisher to consider obtaining a minimum $1 .5 million of automobile liability coverage from the rental agency or from his own automobile
liability insurance company. This would help protect him against the increased liability
exposure of carrying many passengers. He may also wish to consider purchasing
higher insurance limits. It may be helpful to review articles referencing safe driving .See Awake! issues of July 2011, pages 10-11; July 2009, pages 11-13; August 22,
2002, pages 12-14; and January 8, 1988, pages 2-11 .
Funds: The congregation's bank account should neither be used to hold any monies
collected nor to issue a check to pay for a personal rental vehicle.

45. Trips to Bethel: Please keep in mind that the congregation does not sponsor trips to
Bethel, although individual publishers are free to make such arrangements for themselves
and others. Announcements should not be made from the platform in connection with trips to
Bethel. Trips to Bethel are the sole responsibility of those who organize and participate in
such trips. Those organizing such trips should consider using a reputable company with professional drivers and ensure that there is adequate insurance coverage for the potential personal liability.
•

Funds: The congregation's bank account should not be used to hold any monies collected for trips to Bethel.

LEGAL MATTERS-UNDOCUMENTED ALIENS

46. Currently in the United States (similar to other countries), the U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) handles requests from undocumented aliens to remain in the country. While other governmental agencies, both federal and local, may have dealings with undocumented aliens, permission to be in the country has to be sought from USCIS. How can
the elders determine whether a publisher has petitioned or is actually petitioning for legal residency? The document(s) he should be able to show include any of the following six: (1) a
certificate of naturalization, birth certificate, or U.S. passport showing that he has U.S. citizenship, (2) a Notice of Action issued by the U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Service (USCIS)
indicating approval to work, (3) a Permanent Resident Card ("green card"), (4) a stamp in his
passport that states he has lawful admission for permanent residence until a certain date, (5)
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a Notice of Action that is marked "Welcome Notice, " or (6) any Notice of Action indicating that
the publisher is listed as "beneficiary" or "petitioner" on the pending immigration application .
Elders may inquire of the branch office if further direction is needed .-See Shepherd, chapter
29, paragraphs 3-7.
PUBLIC INFORMATION DESK

47. The Public Information Desk (PIO) handles communication with news media, academic institutions, and government agencies. The PIO is an important resource for all congregations in
the U.S. branch territory, especially during times of crisis or when significant events are reported by media organizations. The PIO is also responsible for documenting disaster relief efforts,
special preaching campaigns, and other media initiatives. If the media contacts a congregation
to request an interview or comments, please note that no interview should be granted by an
elder or ministerial servant without permission from the branch . Request the reporter's name,
contact information, and the name of the media outlet. Inform the reporter that his request will
be given consideration . Thereafter, immediately contact the PIO either by calling (718) 5605600 or by means of jw.org e-mail. Publishers may be approached for a comment by media
representatives in connection with our activities or beliefs and may decide to participate. However, when elders learn that a publisher has granted such an interview, they should immediately inform the PIO. If an issue arises in the congregation that has the potential to lead to media
coverage, please call the PIO for direction.
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